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This book was published in connection with the ceremonial un- 
veiling of a plaque at Bonn University dedicated in 1979 to the 
memory of Felix Hausdorff. It differs from traditional essays on 
the life of mathematicians by emphasizing the social, political, 
and scientific circumstances under which Hausdorff became a 
scholar, did his fundamental research and finally, as a Jew, pre- 
ferred death rather than continue living under the unbearable 
conditions in Germany during the "Drittes Reich." Hausdorff's 
life is considered within this framework, although several ques- 
tions inevitably arise which go unanswered, since, according to 
the author, little is actually known about Hausdorff himself. 
Hausdorff is best remembered as one of the founders of set- 
theoretic topology, but in this volume facts are revealed which 
are known, I think, by only a very few mathematicians. Hausdorff 
was born in 1868. He studied mathematics and astronomy, but in 
his early years was mainly interested in literature, poetry, arts, 
and philosophy. In these areas he published under the name of 
Paul Mongr&. In 1897 he wrote "Sant' Hilario-Gedanken aus der 
Landschaft Zarathustras," followed in 1898 by "Da8 Chaos in 
kosmischer Auslese." Both are philosophical works having some 
connection with Nietzsche's philosophy, but also related to math- 
ematics. Only toward 1904 did Hausdorff really find his way to 
mathematics. 
In describing the historical background of the early 20th 
century, Mehrtens charts the steady development in Europe toward 
the eventual political and social catastrophe which had a large 
impact on scientific life generally. Hausdorff, in fact, began 
his studies in the decade of the foundation and development of 
the "Kaiserreich," with its strong nationalism and inclinations 
toward anti-Semitism. In 1913, however, Hausdorff became a Pro- 
fessor of Mathematics in Greifswald, and a year later, during 
the first year of World War I, he published his famous Grundz~ge 
der Mengenlehre C19141, which is known to every mathematician as 
a fundamental work on set theory and topology. After 1918 and 
the end of the war, there were serious problems for mathematics 
and the sciences in Germany. The author mentions the boycott 
actions against German mathematicians, which only came to an end 
in 1927 on the occasion of the international conference at Bologna. 
But national-socialism--Nazism--was growing: all Jewish elements 
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in science were to be eliminated. A new journal, Deutsche 
Mathematik appeared, edited by Bieberbach and Vahlen. Jewish 
professors were discharged, among them Hausdorff in 1935 (who 
had moved to a Professorship at Bonn in 1921). A number of math- 
ematicians emigrated, while others died in concentration camps; 
in the process, science was made "judenfrei," and this included 
Hausdorff. In 1942, along with his wife and his sister-in-law, 
Hausdorff committed suicide. 
The above provides only an outline of the history that Mehrtens 
presents in his essay. Although he remarks that he was unable 
to give information on Hausdorff's mathematical work at the con- 
ference in Bonn, it would have been useful to say something about 
the main results of his work in the less restricted format of 
Mehrtens' booklet, if only to emphasize the importance of Haus- 
dorff to the larger overall development of mathematics. For 
instance, Hausdorff's axioms for a topological space and his work 
on the theory of dimension (e.g., dimension and outer measure), 
pubiished in 1919, ought to have been covered. 
One remark of purely mathematical interest should be added. 
The author mentions two later editions (in 1927 and 1935) of the 
GrundzEge of 1914. However, even the second edition was consid- 
erably altered. Rapid growth of the subject made it necessary 
to omit some topics and to treat others only briefly (see "Aus 
dem Vorwort zur 2. Auflage" in the Dover reprint, undated). For 
example, in the first edition Hausdorff considered nonmetric 
topology. In the second edition he decided to treat, as he said, 
"die einfachere Theorie der metrischen Rake," and he gave only 
a short outline of topological spaces. He omitted the chapter 
on the theory of Lebesgue measure and Lebesgue integration because 
by 1927 there were already sufficiently many books on this subject. 
While it may be true that there were plenty of books at that time, 
the consequence was that Hausdorff's results on the problem of 
universal measure and his related, very curious result on the 
decomposition of the sphere (the so-called "paradox of Hausdorff") 
were eliminated. The paradox is noteworthy because it represented 
a rather early application of the Axiom of Choice. The domain of 
universal measure, as well as the paradoxes, have become subjects 
of research for many mathematicians ever since, and Hausdorff's 
original work on the subject was--and perhaps still is--not so 
easily accessible. [For a survey, see A. F. Monna: "Evolution 
de probl&nes d'existence en analyse. Essais historiques." 
Communications of the Mathematical Institute Rijksuniversiteit 
Utrecht 9 (1979).] In retrospect, I think we should now regret 
Hausdorff's decision to omit so much in subsequent editions of the 
GrundzGge. 
Mehrtens' book is a very interesting survey of scientific and 
political history in an important period. The monograph can be 
especially recommended for nonmathematicians. 
